Name of the Tool

cars.com

Home Page

Logo

URL

https://www.cars.com/

Subject

Automobiles – United States - Directories
Vehicles – United States - Directories

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

Cars.com

Brief History

It was founded in 1998 and was headquartered in Chicago. It is owned by TEGNA,
Inc.

Scope and Coverage

Cars.com is a leading online destination that helps car shoppers and owners navigate
every turn of car ownership. Cars.com helps shoppers to buy, sell and service their
vehicles by providing trusted expert content, on-the-lot mobile app features, millions
of new and used vehicle listings etc.

Kind of Information

Latest car news and top stories are given with relevant photos. It helps to give an
idea of estimated value of the car while a seller wants to sale a car, estimated service
price. Different types of car related topics are discussed here to help the visitors.
Advices for sellers and buyers are given by experts. Expert tips are also given on carservicing. An example is given below:

Consumer reviews can be seen including the name of customer, date and rating. One
example is given below:

Description of car shows are given also. Instructions are found on car maintenance
including photos, date and name of instructor. An example is like:

News on different car competitions and other related topics are available.
Job description is given on several topics including name of the post, venue,
required skill, required experience, how to apply job etc.

Special Features
 Users are provided advanced search facility.
 Cars.com and quick offers mobile apps can be downloaded directly from the
given links.
 Safety and recall notices are sent to the subscribed users.

Arrangement Pattern

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Names of car models are arranged alphabetically as shown below:

It is a comprehensive set of research tools and the largest database of consumer
reviews in the industry. It can be considered as a pioneer in automotive classifieds,
the company has evolved into one of the largest digital automotive platforms,
connecting consumers with local dealers across the country anytime, anywhere.
 CAR DIRECTORY ( www.cars-directory.net/ )

Date of Access

20th March’ 2017.

